Bluetooth Car Charger FM Transmitter Manual

3：Next/FM CH+(long press)

4.1.3 In playing state, adjust the number 6 position of the potentiometer, clockwise

Thank you for choosing and buying the Bluetooth Car FM transmitter. To optimize

4：Previous/ FM CH-(long press)

for volume+, anticlockwise for volume-

the performance of the product please read this manual carefully before use

5：LED Display

1. Introduction

6：Volume+/-

4.2 Bluetooth hand-free and pairing

This is a special product that can switch the call to the hands-free state via Bluetooth

7：Power Indicator/ Dual USB Output(5V/2.1A&5V/1.0A)

The first time when you connect this with your phone, the pin code is needed. For

module. When the call is finished, it will be switched to the music play automatically.

8：Contact end (12V-24V)

The details, please refer to your phone and Bluetooth device manual.

It can also send the music from mobile phone to your car stereo. You can enjoy the

3. Product Features

1. Turn on the Bluetooth function, search the device “Car kit” from your phone

music and answer the call in hands-free mode without refitting your car, which

1.LED Display

Bluetooth interface

ensure the driving safety while enjoying music.

2.Support Bluetooth Hands-free

2.Select “Car kit”.

2. Appearance schematic

3.Support Bluetooth stereo music play

3. Choose the device “Car kit” as the linked of the hand-free car kit after

4.Echo cancellation and noise suppression (CVC) technology

authorization

5.Dual USB output. total output 5V/3.1A

5. When starting, the hand-free car kit will automatically connects with the paired

6.Bluetooth Stereo and FM transmitter

device before.

7.Automatic power-off memory function

Notes: Some brand phones can automatically connect after starting, but some phones

4.Operating Instructions

need the authorization each time. Auto pairing can be set, for more Details,please

4.1.1 Insert it in the cigarette socket, and turn on Car audio, switch to FM radio

refer to your phone user Manual.

mode.comply the Bluetooth car charger FM frequency with Car audio. Then you can

4.3 Hand-free Call.

enjoy the music from the car speaker.

(when the hand-free car kit is open free or playing music)

4.1.2 Adjust FM Frequency.

4.3.1 Calling

Long press "CH-" "CH+" key to enter the fast frequency modulation,The LED

After pairing, make the phone call, the sound will be out automatically from the car

display frequency flashing after releasing the button, and then short press "CH+" and

speaker

"CH-" key to adjust the transmission frequency from 87.5~108MHZ.

When dialing a phone call, and want to immediately cancel, you can long press

1：Mic
2：Play/Pause/Receive/Hang Up/Switch On/off BT(long press)

4.1.4 Press

"

over 3 seconds, Switch on/off BT.

" button to cancel before the other party without answer.

4.3.2 Call Receiving

After pairing, when there is incoming call, click

for answering, During

answering, press CH+ and CH+ for phone and hand-free mode exchange, click

Left and right channel separation

〉60dB

8.Avoid dropping the product to prevent damage to the surface or the body.

BT Version

Version 2.1

9.Self-maintaining is prohibited, if any, please contact our dealer

Bluetooth Sound Processing

A2DP

10.You will not be notified with the improvement of performances and functions of

(Advance Audio Distribution Profile)

the device

BT transmission Distance

10M at max

7. RFQ

Mic Effective Distance

0.5~2M

Start:No

FM Frequency

87．5~108Mhz

Display

FM Transmitter Mode

Stereo digital PLL frequency-locked

again to hang up.
4.3.3 Call Reject

Long press

to reject the incoming call.

4.3.4 Call redial

Double click

to redial the last call.

4.4 Play the phone music

6.Notes

This device Supports A2DP function, it can play the phone music, and transmit the
music to car audio system via A2DP to enjoy the Hi-Fi music.
4.4.1 Comply with the phone Manual, setting Bluetooth Stereo Mode output for
phone music play.

1. When use FM transmit function ,volume will not be too much (usually below 29)

5.Technical Parameters

Or

·Checking

whether

the

connection

with

cigarette butt is OK or the butt serious rust.
·Re-insert

Cannot Play

·Ensure not set the volume at 0.

Noise But no voice

Whether the player is at Pause type.

in order to avoid sound distortion, please use the car stereo to adjust the volume.

· Checking volume is switch very low or zero

2. The machine built-in antenna for FM transmitting, so please avoid using the

pose.
No hand-free function

Ensure phone and the device paired.

3.The method to operate the Bluetooth may differ due to the difference of the phones

Car audio not receive any

·Ensure Switch to the FM mode．

applied.

voice

·Comply the transmit frequency with receive

broadcasting station frequency that is with strong signal so as to get better sound

4.4.2 The music sound will be output from the Car audio after setting.

Response

effect.

Rated operating voltage

12V

Working voltage limits

9~26V

USB Output

5V/3.1A

the power failure. If so, please connect them by hand.

Poor FM Discharge With

·Ensure no strong FM signal around.or turn to

Working Temp

0~50℃

5.This product is compatible with more than 95% phones on the market but some are

Noise

empty channel.

SNR

>60dB

still incompatible. Please pay attention to it when purchasing our product.

8. Packing.

Distortion

<0．1%

6.The volume should be proper during the call to avoid affecting the other party.

1. Manual 2.Body 3.Package

Frequency Response

20Hz-15Khz

7.Do not use this product in the environment with high

frequency.

4.Some phones may not support automatic connection if they are powered on after

temperature, dusts or moisture.

